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Abstract
With the emergence of the deep Web, searching Web databases 
in domains such as vehicles, real estate, mobiles etc. has become 
a routine task. One of the problems in this context is ranking 
the result of a user query. Earlier approaches for addressing this 
problem have used frequencies of database values, query logs, and 
user profiles. But this approach does not consider the Functional 
Dependencies in database, query with user, correlation attributes for 
queries, and user profile. In this paper we provide a ranking model 
based on user similarity with user profile and query similarity with 
functional dependencies and correlation attribute. The evaluation 
done by comparing the purposed ranking model with existing 
ranking model and results are discussed. The usage of functional 
dependency and correlation attribute increase the performance 
measure such as response time to a considerable extent. This 
approach is effective than the existing approach, because the use 
of functional dependencies reduces the replication of the data 
and hence prevent the database to be normalized separately, also 
reduces the storage space of the database.
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I. Introduction
The emergence of the deep Web [1] has led to the proliferation 
of a large number of Web databases for a variety of applications 
(e.g., airline reservations, vehicle search, real estate scouting). 
These databases are typically searched by formulating query 
conditions on their schema attributes. When the number of results 
returned is large, it is time-consuming to browse and choose the 
most useful answer(s) for further investigation. Currently, Web 
databases simplify this task by displaying query results sorted on 
the values of a single attribute (e.g., Price, Mileage, etc.). However, 
most Web users would prefer an ordering derived using multiple 
attribute values, which would be closer to their expectation.
We decompose the notion of similarity into: (1). query similarity, 
and (2). user similarity. While the former is estimated using either 
of the proposed metrics – query-condition or query-result, the latter 
is calculated by comparing individual ranking functions over a 
set of common queries between users. Although each model can 
be applied independently, we also propose a unified model to 
determine an improved ranking order. The ranking function used 
in our framework is a linear weighted-sum function comprising 
of: i) attribute-weights denoting the significance of individual 
attributes and ii) value weights representing the importance of 
attribute values. 
Example: The user (U) moves to Google for an internship and 
asks a different query (say Q): “Make = Nokia AND MODEL = 
N-Series”. We can presume (since he has procured an internship) 
that he may be willing to pay a slightly higher price, and hence 
would prefer Mobiles with “Condition = NEW AND Price < 
100,000” to be ranked higher than others.
Emphasizes that the same user may display different ranking 
preferences for the results of different queries. Thus, it is evident that 

in the context of Web databases, where a large set of queries given 
by varied classes of users is involved, the corresponding results 
should be ranked in a user- and query-dependent manner.

II. Related Work
Although there was no notion of ranking in traditional databases, 
it has existed in the context of information retrieval for quite some 
time. With the advent of the Web, ranking gained prominence due 
to the volume of information being searched/ browsed. Currently, 
ranking has become ubiquitous and is used in document retrieval 
systems, recommender systems, Web search/browsing, and 
traditional databases as well. 

A. Ranking in Recommendation Systems
Given the notion of user- and query-similarity, it appears that 
proposal is similar to the techniques of collaborative and content 
filtering [3] used in recommendation systems. However, there 
are some important differences (between banking tuples for 
database queries versus recommending items in a specific order) 
that distinguish our work. For instance, each cell in the user-item 
matrix of recommendation systems represents a single scalar value 
that indicates the rating/ preference of a particular user towards 
a specific item. Similarly, in the context of recommendations for 
social tagging [2], each cell in the corresponding user-URL/item-
tag matrix indicates the presence or absence of a tag provided by 
a user for a given URL/item. In contrast, each cell in the user-
query matrix (used for database ranking) contains an ordered set 
of tuples (represented by a ranking function). Further, although 
the rating/relevance given to each tuple (in the results of a given 
query) by a user can be considered to be similar to a rating given 
for an item in recommendation systems, if the same tuple occurs 
in the results of distinct queries, it may receive different ratings 
from the same user. This aspect of the same item receiving varied 
ratings by the same user in different contexts is not addressed by 
current recommendations systems.
Notion of Similarity is another important distinction apart from 
recommendation system. In content filtering, the similarity 
between items is established either using a domain expert, or 
user profiles, or by using a feature recognition algorithm [4] over 
the different features of an item (e.g., author and publisher of a 
book, director and actor in a movie, etc.). In contrast, since our 
framework requires establishing similarity between actual SQL 
queries (instead of simple keyword queries), the direct application 
of these techniques does not seem to be appropriate. To the best 
of our knowledge, a model for establishing similarity between 
database queries (expressed in SQL) has not received attention. In 
addition, a user profile is unlikely to reveal the kind of queries a 
user might be interested in. Further, since we assume that the same 
user may have different preferences for different queries, capturing 
this information via profiles will not be a suitable alternative.
The notion of user similarity used in the framework of ranking 
model is identical to the one adopted in collaborative filtering; 
however, the technique used for determining this similarity is 
different. In collaborative filtering, users are compared based 
on the ratings given to individual items (i.e., if two users have 
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given a positive/negative rating for the same items, then the two 
users are similar). The user similarity based on the similarity 
between their respective ranking functions, and hence ranked 
orders. Furthermore, this work extends user-personalization using 
context information based on user and query similarity instead of 
static profiles and data analysis.

B. Ranking in Databases
Although ranking query results for relational and Web databases 
has received significant attention over the past years, simultaneous 
support for automated user- and query-dependent ranking has not 
been addressed in this context. For instance, address the problem 
of query dependent ranking by adapting the vector model from 
information retrieval, whereas does the same by adapting the 
probabilistic model. However, for a given query, these techniques 
provide the same ordering of tuples across all users.

Fig. 1: Architecture 

Employing user personalization’s by considering the context and 
profiles of users for user-dependent ranking in databases has been 
proposed in. Similarly, the work proposed in requires the user to 
specify an ordering across the database tuples, without posing any 
specific query, from which a global ordering is obtained for each 
user. A drawback in all these works is that they do not consider that 
the same user may have varied ranking preferences for different 
queries.

Fig. 2: Workload Generation for Similarity- based Ranking

The closest form of query- and user-dependent ranking in relational 
databases involves manual specification of the ranking function/
preferences as part of SQL queries. However, this technique 
is unsuitable for Web users who are not proficient with query 
languages and ranking functions. In contrast, our framework 
provides an automated query- as well as user-dependent ranking 
solution without requiring users to possess knowledge about query 
languages, data models and ranking mechanisms.

III. Problem Definition
Existing system is a novel query- and user-dependent approach for 
ranking query results in Web databases. They present a ranking 
model, based on two complementary notions of user and query 
similarity, to derive a ranking function for a given user query. The 
problem in the existing system would be to combine the idea of 
user similarity proposed in the work with existing user profiles 
to analyze if ranking quality can be improved. Accommodating 
range queries, usage of functional dependencies and attribute 
correlations needs to be examined. Applicability of this model 
for other domains and applications also need.
Performance comparison based on response time and resource 
utilization of storing, updating and retrieving the data from 
different database. To determine which databases is suitable 
for particular web application. We propose a user- and query-
dependent approach for ranking query results of web databases.We 
develop a ranking model, based on two complementary measures 
of query similarity with functional dependency and user similarity 
with user profile, to derive functions from a workload containing 
ranking functions for several user-query pairs.
Algorithm: Initially the algorithm is used to search the function in 
the workload W if Ranking Function Fxy to be used for Ui , Qj. Ui 
is the no of user uses the web application and Qj is the different no 
of query that can ask by the user.  To Calculate Query Similarity 
(Qj,Qp) with functional dependencies. It uses the Qj and Qp, Qj is 
the one set of query and Qp is the another set of query we uses the 
function to calculate the similarity between Qj,Qp.

ALGORITHM:

INPUT: Ui, Qj, Workload W (M queries, N users ), Ts, Te
OUTPUT:  Ranking Fun Fxy to be used for  Ui, Qj, Response 
time

STEP 1:
Ts = time(); %%Start time (current time)%%
for p = 1 to M do
     %% Using Equation 1%%
     Calculate Query Condition Similarity(Qj, Qp) with functional 
dependencies 
end  for 
%% Based on descending order of similarity with Qj%%
Sort(Q1, Q2, ………QM)
Select QK set i.e, top-K queries from the above sorted set

STEP 2:
for r = 1 to N do
     %%Using Equation 2%%
     Calculate User Similarity (Ut, Ur) with User profile  over 
QKset
end for
%% Based on descending order of similarity with Ut %%
SortU1, U2, ………UN) to yield Uset

STEP 3:
for Each Qs  £ QKset do
      for Each Ut £ Uset do
      Rank(Ut, Qs) = Rank(Ut £ Uset) + Rank(Qs  £ QKset)        
end for
end for
Fxy = Get-Ranking Function()
Te = time(); %%end time (current time)%%
Response time = Te - Ts;%% Using Equation3%%
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Similarities of the query have sorted in the order, top-K queries 
from the sorted set. To Calculate User Similarity (Ut, Ur) over 
QKset. Ut is the one set of user and Ur is the another set of user 
we uses the function to calculate the similarity between Ut , Ur. 
Similarities of the user have sorted in the order. Then the Ranking 
Function is calculated with user set and query set. These have 
stored in the workload.

IV. Similarity Model For Ranking
The concept of similarity-based ranking is aimed at situations 
when the ranking functions are known for a small (and hopefully 
representative) set of user-query pairs. At the time of answering a 
query asked by a user, if no ranking function is available for this 
user-query pair, the proposed query and user-similarity models can 
effectively identify a suitable function to rank the corresponding 
results.

A. Query Similarity with Functional Dependencies
For the user U1 from Example, a ranking function does not exist for 
ranking Q1’s results (N1). From the sample workload-A1 shown in 
Table 1, ranking functions over queries Q2, Q5, Q7 (shown in Table 
1) have been derived; thus, forming U1’s workload. It would be 
useful to analyze if any of F12, F15, or F17 can be used for ranking 
Q1’s results for U1. However, from Example, we know that a user is 
likely to have displayed different ranking preferences for different 
query results with functional dependencies. Consequently, a 
randomly selected function from U1’s workload is not likely to 
give a desirable ranking order over N1. On the other hand, the 
ranking functions are likely to be comparable for queries similar 
to each other.
We advance the hypothesis that if Q1 is most similar to query Qy 
(in U1’s workload), U1 would display similar ranking preferences 
over the results of both queries; thus, the ranking function (F1y) 
derived for Qy can be used to rank N1.
For Web databases, although the workload matrix can be extremely 
large, it is very sparse as obtaining preferences for large number of 
user-query pairs is practically difficult. We have purposely shown 
a dense matrix to make our model easily understandable

Table 1: Input Query (Q1) and U1’s Workload                                
query make location price mileage color

Honda Dallas any any any

Toyota Atlanta any any any

Lexus Basin any any any

any Littlerock any any Grey

Similar to recommendation systems, our framework can utilize the 
an aggregate function, composed from the functions corresponding 
to the top-k most similar queries to Q1, to rank N1 based on FD 
and correlated attributes . Although the results of our experiments 
showed that an aggregate function works well for certain individual 
instances of users asking particular queries, on average across all 
users asking a number of queries, using an individual function 
proved better than an aggregate function. Hence, for the reminder 
of the section, we only consider the most similar query (to Q1). 
We translate this proposal of query similarity into a principled 
approach via two alternative models:

Query condition similarity,• 
Query-result similarity.• 

The Similarity model (shown in fig. 1) forms the core component 
of our ranking framework. When the user Ui poses the query Qj, the 
query-similarity model determines the set of queries ({Qj,Q1,Q2, 
...,Qp}) most similar to Qj. Likewise, the user-similarity model 
determines the set of users ({Ui, U1, U2, ...Ur}) most similar to 
Ui. Using these two ordered sets of similar queries and users, it 
searches the workload to identify the function FUxQy such that 
the combination of Ux and Qy is most similar to Ui and Qj. FUxQy 
is then used to rank Qj’s results for Ui. The workload used in our 
framework comprises of ranking functions for several user-query 
pairs. Fig. 2, shows the high level view of deriving an individual 
ranking function for a user-query pair (Ux, Qy). By analyzing Ux’s 
preferences (in terms of a selected set of tuples (Rxy)) over the 
results (Ny), an approximate ranking function (FUxQy) can be 
derived.

(Q[ ],Q’[  ]) (1)
Where wi, represents the attribute-weight of Ai and vi represents 
the value-weight for Ai’s value in tuple t. The workload W is 
populated using such ranking functions. Tables 1, show two 
instances of the workload (represented in the form of a matrix of 
users and queries). Cell [x,y] in the workload, if defined, consists 
of the ranking function Fxy for the user-query pair Ux and Qy.

B. User Similarity with User Profile
Definition Given two users Ui and Uj with the set of common 
queries – {Q1, Q2, ..., Qr},6 for which ranking functions ({Fi1, 
Fi2, ..., Fir} and {Fj1, Fj2, ..., Fjr}) exist in W, the user similarity 
between Ui and Uj is expressed as the average similarity between 
their individual ranking functions for each query Qp.

(    ( 2)

Without loss of generality, we assume {Q1, Q2, ..., Qr} are the 
common queries for Ui and Uj, although they can be any queries

Table 2: Drawbacks of Query-Independent User Similarity

 For Query User Similarity

sim( ) > sim(

sim( ) < sim(

sim( ) < sim(

This method for estimating user similarity with user profile, we 
have considered all the queries that are common to a given pair 
of users and relative keywords. This assumption forms one of 
our models for user similarity termed query-independent user 
similarity. However, it might be useful to estimate user similarity 
based on only those queries that are similar to the input query 
Q1. In other words, in this hypothesis, two users who may not be 
very similar to each other over the entire workload comprising 
of similar and dissimilar queries, may in fact, be very similar to 
each other over a smaller set of similar queries. We formalize 
this hypothesis using model top-K –clustering for determining 
user similarity.

C. Performance 
Traditionally, response time and throughput are the two most 
important performance metrics for both Web information systems 
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and database systems [7]. We adopt the following two metrics as 
our response time metric: Ts and Te where, Ts is the start time for 
execute a query and  Te is the end time for execute the query. It 
is useful to measure the Performance
Response Time = Te – Ts    (3)

D. Top-K User Similarity
For finding the value of k for clustering the following Top-k 
similarity can be used.

A. Strict top-K user similarity
Given an input query Q1 by U1, only the top-K most similar queries 
to Q1 are selected. However, the model does not check the presence 
(or absence) of ranking functions in the workload for these K 
queries. Using K = 3, Q2, Q3 and Q4 are the three queries most 
similar to Q1, and hence, would be selected by this model.
In the case of workload-A, similarity between U1 and U2 as well 
as between U1 and U3 will be estimated using Q2. However, in 
the case of workload-B, similar to the problem in the clustering 
alternative, there is no query common between U1 and U2 (as well 
as U3). Consequently, similarity cannot be established and hence, 
no ranking is possible. Here Workload A & B or the collection of 
different set of user function Similarity F12 & F13).

B. User-based top-K user Similarity
In this model, we calculate user similarity for a given query Q1 by 
U1, by selecting top- K most similar queries to Q1, each of which 
has a ranking function for U1. Consequently for workload-A, using 
k = 3, the queries Q2, Q5 and Q7 would be selected. Likewise, 
in case of Workload-B, this measure would select Q3, Q5 and 
Q6 using the ‘top-3’ selection. However, since there exist no 
function for users U2 and U3 (in workload-B) given these queries, 
no similarity can be determined, and consequently, no ranking 
would be possible.

C. Workload-based Top-K user Similarity
In order to address the problems in previous two models, we 
propose a workload based top-K model that provides the stability 
of the query independent model (in terms of ensuring that ranking 
is always possible, assuming there is at least one non-empty cell 
in the workload for that user) and ensures that similarity between 
users can be computed in a query-dependent manner. 
Given a Q1 by U1, the top-K most similar queries to Q1 are selected 
such that for each of these queries there exists: (i). A ranking 
function for U1 in the workload, and (ii). A ranking function for 
at least one other user (Ui) in the workload. Considering k = 3, 
this model will select Q2, Q5 and Q7 in the case of workload-A 
and the queries Q7 and Q8 for workload-B, and ensure a ranking 
of results in every case.

V. Experimental Evaluation
We have evaluated each proposed model (query-similarity with 
functional dependencies and user-similarity with user profile) in 
isolation, and then compared both these models with the combined 
model for quality/accuracy.

A. Quality Evaluation
Query Similarity: Based on the two proposed models of query 
similarity with functional dependencies in the absence of a function 
Fij for a user-query pair (Ui, Qj), the most similar query (Qc and Qr 
using the query-condition and the query result model respectively) 
asked by Ui, for which a function (Fic and Fir respectively) exists 

in the workload, is selected and the corresponding function is used 
to rank Qj ’s results.
The average query-condition similarity (as well as the average 
query-result similarity) obtained across every query. The horizontal 
axis represents the queries; whereas the vertical axis represents 
the average value of the result. As the graph shows, over both 
the domains, the query-condition model outperforms the query-
result model. The graphs indicate that the comparative loss of 
quality (highest value 0.95 for query 5) is due to the restricted 
number of queries in the workload. Although finding a similar 
query (for which a ranking function is available) for a workload 
comprising of 20 queries and only 10% of ranking functions is 
difficult, the results are very encouraging. Based on the results 
of these experiments, we believe that the query similarity model 
would perform at an acceptable level of quality even for large, 
workloads.

Fig. 3. Ranking Quality of Query Similarity Models

User Similarity: We validate the user similarity  with user profile 
model as follows: Using the original function given by a user Ui 
for Qj, we obtain a ranked set of results R. Then we determine, 
for – query-independent, clustered, and the three top-K models, 
the corresponding user Ul most similar to Ui having function Flj 
in the workload. Using the corresponding function for each case, 
we get the ranked set of results and the Spearman coefficient 
between this set and R. In our experiments, we set a value of 
K = 5 for the K-means algorithm. A smaller value of K = 2 was 
chosen for the top-K models as our workload (in the number of 
queries) is small.

Fig. 4: Ranking Quality of User Similarity Models
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Fig. 4, shows the average ranking quality individually achieved 
for the vehicle as well as real estate database, across all queries for 
all users taking the survey. Our results clearly show that the strict 
top-K model performs consistently better than the rest. However, 
as fig. 5, shows the strict top- K (as well as the clustered and 
user top-K) fail to find functions for several queries (shown for a 
randomly selected user U27). 

D. Efficiency Evaluation
The goal of this study was to determine whether our framework 
can be incorporated into a real-world application. We generated a 
workload comprising of 1 million queries and 1 million users, and 
randomly masked out ranking functions such that only 0.001% of 
the workload was filled. We then generated 20 additional queries 
and selected 50 random users from the workload. We measure 
the efficiency of our system in terms of the average time, taken 
across all users, to perform ranking over the results of these queries 
(using Algorithm 1).

Fig. 5: Performance Measure

Fig. 5, show the performance of our framework using hashing 
approaches (where Steps One and Two are pre-computed and the 
values are stored using hashing) for both databases. Our hash-
based pre-computed system takes an average of 2.84 seconds 
(including Google Base response time) to rank and return the 
results. Our system adds, on the average, 1.3 seconds to return 
results using query and user-dependent ranking. Likewise, for the 
Vehicle database, our system takes an average of 2.91 seconds (as 
compared to 2 seconds for Google Base) to show a ranked set of 
results adding less than a second for the improved ranking.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a user- and query-dependent solution 
for ranking query results with performance comparison for Web 
databases and hence the Ranking model: User similarity with 
user profile and Query similarity with Functional dependency 
and correlation attribute. We formally defined the similarity 
models (user and query) and presented experimental results over 
databases. We demonstrated the practically of our implementation 
for real life database. Use of functional dependency and correlation 
attribute increases the performance of response time and reduce 
the storage space of the database.
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